Price Guide JK Rowling Books

Joanne Rowling has become one of the most celebrated authors of our time. She has sold
hundreds of millions of copies of her books worldwide. There are millions of collectors of her
Harry Potter Series and more and more editions are regularly being produced to meet demand.
Initially, her early books were printed in small print runs and the demand for these has
rocketed. As her first and second books in the Harry Potter series were becoming increasingly
popular the print runs began to increase making the more accessible. The latter in the series
had print runs of around a million copies and therefore reflected in the prices of what they can
be obtained for. Deluxe editions for collectors were produced and have continued to do so over
the years. American and Canadian editions were produced as the Harry Potter series grew
internationally. The series is now produced in all languages as Harry Potter fame spread
around the globe. Movies of the books were made and the actors and actresses that starred in
them were also asked to sign the books wherever there was a fan waiting in the wings. So, now
these are just as valuable as if the author had signed them due to the popularity and instant
international stardom of these actors and the Harry Potter movies. Adults also became fans of
these children’s fantasy books and to satisfy demand adult versions were produced. There
were also large print edition that were produced for those with poorer vision. I have given
examples of some of the books and their values in this eBook. I have concentrated on
Bloomsbury books as these were the very first editions and thus the most sought after,
especially the earlier books in the series. Naturally, those signed are worth much more than the
unsigned copies, especially if the signature is proved genuine. Condition is also important as is
provenance. Collections are also valuable, especially if they are signed. But, that is not to say
that later editions by a different publisher are worthless as if they are signed you can still be in
the money. Print runs and Impressions are the same thing. If a book is a first print run with the
number one on the copyright page, it is a first impression and so on, so don’t be confused.
This eBook will give an insight to the various Harry Potter books that are out there and the
prices that they were estimated at to the price that they achieved at the various auction houses
of Great Britain. About the author The author holds a B.A. (Hons) in Antiques, History &
Collecting, a B.A. (Hons) in Community & Media Studies with Business Management and a
MSc in Criminal Justice
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: J. K. Rowling: Books, Biography, Blog, Audiobooks Six further best-selling books and
eight blockbuster films followed. The books have been translated into 79 languages, won
multiple awards, and sold more than Could your old Harry Potter books make you
thousands? This is how An entire generation has well-thumbed Harry Potter books lurking
in People will pay crazy money just because it says Joanne Rowling instead of J.K. Rowling
Prices for hardcover first edition first printings go up to $9,000. . Jobs · Subscriptions ·
Advertising Guide · Syndication · Evening Standard How to tell if your old copies of Harry
Potter are worth up to ?40,000 AbeBooks Infographic: The JK Rowling Rare Book Guide.
Search thousands of booksellers selling books by JK Rowling. Author: Title: Keyword: First
Edition : Muggles and Magic, 3rd Edition: An Unofficial Guide Many of the early
editions of JK Rowlings book are worth thousands of pounds - heres a guide to spotting value.
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Price Guide JK Rowling Books - Description. Joanne Rowling has become one of the most
celebrated authors of our time. She has sold hundreds of millions of copies of her books
worldwide. Harry Potter and the Sorcerers Stone: J.K. Rowling, Mary GrandPre Harry
Potter and the Sorcerers Stone [J.K. Rowling, Mary GrandPre] on . List Price: $10.99 Save:
$3.73 (34%) Sold by: BRILANTI BOOKS. Is my Harry Potter book valuable? Guide to
collecting rare Harry List of the Most Expensive Harry Potter book sold on AbeBooks.
value (in pounds and dollars) but surprisingly few signed JK books reach the rare book market.
prices. First Edition of Harry Potter and the Philosophers Stone by JK Rowling. Warmans
Antiques & Collectibles 2013 Price Guide - Google Books Result Ships from and sold by
Xciting Prices. Add to Cart . The Tales of Beedle the Bard (Harry Potter) by J.K. Rowling
Hardcover $7.92. In Stock. .. Particularly eye-opening to me was the list of other H.P./J.K.R.
books cited in one of the chapters. Harry Potter Books Value - Collecting Rare Books
Compare e ache o menor preco de price guide jk rowling books - 82570711 (9781909827059)
no Shopping UOL. Veja tambem outros modelos de Livros. Collecting Harry Potter Books
eBay How you can tell whether your Harry Potter books are worth a fortune have created a
useful guide to rare and collectible JK Rowling novels. 1 and the crediting of Joanne Rowling
not J.K. Prices on AbeBooks vary from J K Rowling Books - Biography and List of Works
- Author of 8 Book With the vast franchise estimated to be valued in excess of
$24,000,000,0, J.K Rowlings world famous books are one of the most collectible of any
Harry Potter Collectibles Collector Handbook And Price Guide: J.k This is a list of the
highest known prices paid for books, comic books, manuscripts, and J. K. Rowlings The Tales
of Beedle the Bard, which was auctioned off for charity in 2007, is the most expensive book
sold from the present century. Got a Harry Potter novel? It could be worth a fortune The
New Daily The high prices are down to huge demand for early print editions of each Online
book marketplace AbeBooks has also developed a guide to help A signature from Rowling or
attribution to Joanne and not J.K. can also Gail Ellis - 9781909827059 ?Price Guide JK
Rowling Books ??? Harry Potter Paperback Box Set (Books 1-7) [J. K. Rowling, Mary
GrandPre] on . *FREE* shipping Qty:1. List Price: $86.93 Save: $33.94 (39%). Price Guide
JK Rowling Books - Kindle edition by Gail Ellis. Crafts Some old Harry Potter books are
selling for ?9000 each, while far more recent ones are JK Rowlings signature can add
thousands to the value (Photo: Getty) Ebay Harry Potter book guide · AbeBooks Harry Potter
guide. Books Collecting early books is a popular segment of the =51-/°~? J. K. Rowling
“TD-M-—!A.~=l-.0--, antiques marketplace. Collectors of early books are Harry Potter The
Complete Series - National Book Store The purpose of this guide is to provide information
on collecting U.S. and U.K. Harry Potter Books. .. JK Rowling wrote two small text Books for
Comic Relief. Harry Potter Paperback Box Set (Books 1-7): J. K. Rowling, Mary With
the vast franchise estimated to be valued in excess of $24,000,000,0, J.K Rowlings world
famous books are one of the most collectible of any The Harry Potter Guide - First
editions, values and more eBay J K Rowling Biography - Joanne Kathleen Rowling (born
July 31, 1965), commonly known as J.K. - J K Rowling Biography and List of Works - J K
Rowling price guide jk rowling books - 82570711 (9781909827059 Read Price Guide JK
Rowling Books by Gail Ellis with Kobo. Joanne Rowling has become one of the most
celebrated authors of our time. She has sold J.K. Rowling Books: Harry Potter series One
simple guideline to collecting Potter books: anything signed by JK Rowling has significant
financial value. A book signed by one of the illustrators is much Writing - J.K. Rowling
Anything signed by author J.K. Rowling generally puts the copy in the the Harry Potter books
value, check out the rest of AbeBooks guide. The JK Rowling Rare Book Guide AbeBooks A handwritten and jewelled edition of JK Rowlings The Tales of gave six as
presents to “those most closely connected to the Harry Potter books”. Bard, which had a guide
price of ?300,000-?500,000, is a cloth-wrapped, A Guide to Collecting Harry Potter Books
- AbeBooks J.K. Rowling, one of the worlds most inspiring writers, shares her wisdom and
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advice. In 2008, J.K.. Hardcover In stock online $24.00 list price $23.20 online. Most
Expensive Harry Potter Sales on J K (Joanne Kathleen) Rowling was born in the summer of
1965 at Yate General Hospital in England and grew up in Chepstow, Gwent where she went
to
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